Major Contributions and Notes About the Club
•

FC Knights have been established since 2010 in the Killeen area as
the only Adult Men’s/ Coed team to travel to surrounding area
leagues. Within four years of growth and development the FC Knights were the first to
offer Pro-development and Semi-Pro in the local market. FC Knights were members of
the TPSL Semi-pro league from 2015 to 2017 and continued their growth by joining the
UPSL in 2018 and are entering their 3rd Season with the UPSL. Starting in 2019, the FC
Knights are now building and introducing to the area FC Valkyries, the club’s first Prodevelopment and Semi-Pro women’s team.

•

FC Knights have trained multiple players at the high school level developing their skills
for a duration of three to six months and giving them the technical and tactical
education needed to move from the high school junior varsity team to the varsity squad.
Many of these players still keep their affiliation with the FC Knights continuing to
develop their playing careers past high school into college, semi-pro and internationally.
FC Knights draws players from seven surrounding high schools within the market, which
gives the soccer community an outlet that previously was not available to this area,
allowing further development and education of the FC Knights players after
school/youth soccer ends and before college/professional career begins. The current
competitive youth team in the market only supports players up-to U17. FC Knights have
provided a bridge for the age gap in order to positively impact the talent progression
from the local soccer community as the ages of players in the league are 16 and up.

Major Contributions and Notes About the Club
•

FC Knights offers a stepping stone to higher level play with a
partnership forged with SG Guldenbachtal and Coach Claire Austin
which provides an opportunity for our best players to be selected to play internationally
in Germany and work their way up the ranks to play professionally. Currently three FC
Knights alum, Lateef Ali, William Brown, and Jaylen Durden are representing the FC
Knights and playing in Germany’s Zuruck B-Klasse Kreuznach I league. Through this
partnership FC Knights has sent five players to Germany, all five have received contract
offers. Two of the players currently playing are being scouted for professional contracts
and are on trials with Division 3 Professional Teams in Germany. This is an opportunity
that no one in the territorial region has been able to offer.

•

FC Knights’ main focus is the growth and improvement of the players. We strive to
develop all players to prepare them for the next level of play. FC Knights instills the
rudimentary basics that futbol/soccer is not just a sport or hobby but a lifestyle by
offering not only team practices but also one on one training, video review, personal
tactical sessions and nutritional plans. FC Knights attempts to provide a professional
atmosphere and not only develop great athletes but athletes who are prepared for the
professional level.

